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A collection of fantastic spice dishes for the family from one of the UK's top
Indian chefs. Vivek Singh's simple recipes for spice at home are a brilliant
marriage between Indian spicing and Western culinary styles. Vivek's mantra is
'evolve' and this 110-strong collection includes both modern dishes from his
home in India and his home in Britain, with many that twist the traditions –
reflecting two cultures connected by spice. Full of tempting choices for breakfast
such as Indian pancakes and duck egg curry, lunch ideas including chilli chicken
toastie and spicy fish fingers, and supper selections such as crab and curry leaf
risotto and lamb shank rogan josh. With photography by Lara Holmes.
The Korean Table features some of the most delicious Seoul food around! Here
is a collection of recipes that are not only new, but also fresh and healthy yet
robust and intensely flavored. Poised to become America's next favorite Asian
cuisine, Korean food is rapidly gaining in popularity throughout the country.
Korean recipes such as bulgogi (Korean barbecue), kimchi (pickled spicy
cabbage) and bibimbap (mixed rice) are only a few of the savory, authentic meals
that are taking the food world by storm. The Korean Table is a wonderful new
cookbook that shows American cooks how to create the tempting flavors of
Korean cuisine at home. Chung and Samuels, a Korean and an American, team
up to guide home cooks through the process of making Korean meals without
fuss, multiple trips to specialty markets or expensive online shopping. Along with
showing you how to create complete Korean meals from start to finish—from
Scallion Pancakes to Korean Dumplings (mandu) and Simmered Beef Short
Ribs—this Korean cookbook also includes information about how you can add the
flavors of a Korean kitchen to your meal in numerous quick and easy ways every
day, using condiments, side dishes, salad dressings, sauces and more.
Healthy children need healthy immune systems, to fight off bugs and infections
they can pick up at school. The most effective way to strengthen your child's
immune system is through a healthy diet. With suggestions to suit children from
0-18, top nutritionist Lucy Burney shows you how. Discover: The importance of
good nutrition; The immune-boosting diet for all children, from babies to
teenagers; The pros and cons of vaccinations for kids; The latest research on
food allergies - and how to avoid them; How to fight infections naturally, and
avoid antibiotics; Tips on food storage and preparation, to avoid bugs and
preserve nutrients; Easy-to-follow menu plans and over 160 easy-to-make
recipes that all your family will love
You made it through the elimination period of the autoimmune protocol (AIP) diet,
but now what? The Autoimmune Protocol Reintroduction Cookbook shows you
how to successfully implement and track the reintroduction of inflammatory foods
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through all four stages with appropriate recipes and food lists. The AIP diet is
quickly gaining ground as the top health-supportive diet for autoimmune
conditions. To follow this elimination diet, inflammatory foods are removed for
30–90 days. After the elimination period, the foods are then reintroduced in four
stages to see if they can be tolerated. While eliminating foods can be daunting,
the reintroduction phase of the diet is the most anxiety-provoking and failureprone part of the process for AIP followers. Each stage of the reintroduction must
be done methodically and carefully so that an autoimmune flare is not triggered.
AIP Certified Coach Kate Jay of the popular blog Healing Family Eats eases the
challenge of reintroduction by guiding you step by step through every stage. One
hundred tantalizing recipes, divided by stage, add pleasure to the process. Enjoy:
Spice-Spatchcocked Chicken with Lime Gravy (Stage 1) Pear, Raspberry, and
Cardamom Galette (Stage 1) Roasted Pomegranate Carrots on Whipped Tahini
(Stage 2) Strawberry Vanilla Chia Seed Parfait (Stage 2) Lentil Ragu on
Rutabaga Noodles (Stage 3) Blackberry Streusel Muffins (Stage 3) Vietnamese
Pork with Noodles and Roasted Peanuts (Stage 4) Rice Pudding with Blood
Orange and Saffron (Stage 4) Along with the recipes and food lists, she offers
best practices and troubleshooting advice, including how to handle an
unsuccessful food reintroduction and when the next stage can be introduced. Let
The Autoimmune Protocol Reintroduction Cookbook be your reassuring
companion as you take the next step in your AIP journey.
Never worry about what's for dinner again with The Little Slow Cooker
Cookbook's 500 delicious fix and forget recipes! Have hundreds of comfort food
options at your fingertips with these amazing slow cooker recipes. From savory
stews to nourishing soups, you'll always have multiple dinner options! Compiled
from multiple slow cooking cookbooks with many expert authors, The Little Slow
Cooker Cookbook spans a wide variety of dietary needs. From vegetarian, to
gluten-free, to vegan - there's a recipe for everyone! This pocket-sized slow
cooking kitchen companion will be a staple in your home for years to come!
“[A] ground-breaking collection of wonderful pilafs, soups, stuffed vegetables,
relishes and pastries. A treasury of delicious dishes” (The Foodie). Every one of
the twelve cookbooks Arto der Haroutunian wrote became a classic; his
thoughtful, erudite writing helped to explain to Westerners the subtlety,
complexity and diversity of Middle Eastern and North African cooking. Vegetarian
Dishes from the Middle East shows how the cooking of vegetables is treated with
reverence in the lands that make up the rich and varied tapestry of the Middle
East. The people depend on the grains and pulses, nuts, vegetables and fruits of
the region for their daily food. Here are warm and spicy stuffed vegetables, cool
and fragrant soups, delicate preserves, pilafs, breads, pickles, relishes, and
pastries. “This book will give a real boost to any vegetarian food enthusiast
looking for something a little more unusual.” —The Vegetarian “One of the classic
cookbooks on the subject written by the recognized authority in Middle Eastern
cooking.” —Publishing News “Learn how to make a variety of feasts from just a
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few ingredients with this authentic collection of recipes, including popular dishes
such as tabouleh, hummus and falafel, as well as new ones you may not have
tried.” —The Green Parent “The recipes . . . glow. They openly embrace the full
spectrum of ethical eating, but most importantly, this is a book of delicious,
exquisite food; simple to make [yet] exotic enough to tempt jaded palates.” —The
Gastronomer’s Bookshelf
New York Times bestselling author Dr. Jason Fung helped thousands of people
lose weight with his groundbreaking book The Obesity Code. Now, he offers the
ultimate companion cookbook, filled with zero carb recipes and intermittent
fasting plans to help readers lose weight, manage type 2 diabetes, and increase
longevity, all while eating delicious food. In his original bestseller The Obesity
Code, Dr. Jason Fung showed us that everything about our metabolism,
including our weight, depends upon on our hormones. He showed us that the
hormone insulin triggers our bodies to store calories as fat, and that once we
understand weight gain as a result of excess insulin and homonal imbalance in
our body, we can begin to treat it by looking at what’s on our plate. Enter The
Obesity Code Cookbook, a collection of mouthwatering recipes for your journey
to lower insulin, lose weight for good, and reverse and prevent type 2 diabetes.
More than a recipe book, it comes with bonus material including: A guide to
stocking your pantry with the right foods (and ditching the wrong foods); Fung’s
easy-to-understand explainers on how weight gain and weight loss really work;
intermittent fasting FAQs and best practices; and meal plans for 16-hour,
24-hour, and 36-hour fasts. In other words, The Obesity Code Cookbook will not
only show you what to eat, but also when to eat it—and why. But eating this way
doesn’t have to bland. The Obesity Code Cookbook’s many delicious comfort
foods include: Hearty breakfasts like the Everyday Omelette and Coconut
Pancakes; Flavorful vegetable mains like Roasted Cauliflower with Turmeric and
Tahini and spicy Thai Vegetable Curry Scrumptious seafood such as Scallops
with Prosciutto and Chili Garlic Shrimp Meat-forward mains such as Gruyere
Meat Loaf, Pork Belly with Star Anise, Roast Chicken Thighs with Lemon and
Tea-Braised Duck with Fennel And don’t forget about desserts and snacks: Nut
Bars with Chocolate Drizzle, Almond Fig Cake, and Walnut Power Balls are just a
few of the delights you’ll enjoy while eating your way to a healthier, better you.
Praise for Dr. Jason Fung: “The doctor who invented intermittent fasting.”—The
Daily Mail “Dr. Jason Fung’s explanation of insulin resistance and the
accompanying insulin model of obesity is original, brilliant and game changing.”
—Zoë Harcombe, Obesity researcher, author of The Harcrombe Diet Dr. Jason
Fung triumphs in explaining the core underlying causes of obesity and manages
to simplify it in a way that anybody can understand. If more doctors and people
were able to understand these causes and implement Dr. Fung's actionable
advice then we would be able to start reversing the obesity epidemic tomorrow.”
—Sam Feltham, USA Today World Fitness Elite Trainer of the Year “Fung zeroes
in on why insulin resistance has become so prevalent and offers specific outsidePage 3/9
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the-box solutions that have emerged as the key to maximizing health.” —Jimmy
Moore, author, Keto Clarity and Cholesterol Clarity
Containing over 250 rice recipes from around the world, this cookbook also includes
information on: the many varieties of rice the nutritional value its history and agriculture the
cults, cultures and myths surrounding it and its importance through the ages.
East kitchen includes national dishes: India, Asia, China, Japan, various nomadic people and
so forth. As the main products for dishes of kitchen of the East are considered: rice, mutton,
various vegetables. And the most popular dishes - pilaf, chorba, dolma, a shaverma. And of
course Oriental sweets: water-ice, rahat lakoum, halvah and baklava.
2014 James Beard Foundation Book Award -- Single Subject category As an affordable,
delicious, and nutritious protein, poultry is a staple of a modern global diet that transcends
continents and cultures. Chicken Noodle Soup, Buffalo Wings, Duck à l'Orange, and Partridge
Escabeche are just the beginning of a long list of exciting possibilities. From the most popular
birds—chicken and turkey—to small birds like quail, pheasant, and squab, Culinary Birds offers
more than 170 savory ways to enjoy poultry. With all the options out there, choosing the
healthiest, most flavorful birds can be confusing. Because it is important to know where your
bird comes from, Culinary Birds provides a brief history of poultry, the rise of factory farms, and
the progression of the sustainability movement. From “free range” to “pasture raised,” from
“air-chilled” to “water-chilled” award-winning chef John Ash and culinary author James Fraioli
determine the “best” birds you can buy for your health and for your palate. Beautiful full-color
photographs accompany many of the recipes. With information on proper handling, storage,
and various preparation methods, along with helpful charts, sidebars, and how-to photographs,
Culinary Birds truly is the ultimate poultry cookbook.
It's MY LIFE. It's MY RELIGION. No time like DINNERTIME. DINNERTIME... Because
YOU'RE WORTH IT!? Read this book for FREE on the Kindle Unlimited NOW! ?I could go on
forever! In case it isn't obvious, I love dinnertime! It's my favorite time of day-it means the day's
grind is almost over and you can finally reward yourself with a quality time spent with your
loved one. It's when you gather around the dining table (or whatever kind of table you're using!)
and catch up on your loved one over a delicious dinner. Let's discover "Oh! 900 Homemade
Turkey Dinner Recipes" right now! Chapter 1: Turkey Soup Recipes Chapter 2: Turkey Chili
Recipes Chapter 3: Turkey Sandwich Recipes Chapter 4: Awesome Turkey Dinner Recipes
Home cooks will love how simple and fast they can prepare those meals. You can learn so
much more in this cookbook.Hoping that you'd find "Oh! 900 Homemade Turkey Dinner
Recipes" totally useful and that you'd start cooking soon. Most importantly, I wish that the
recipes here become an indispensable part of your dining table with your loved one for many
years to come.Lots of love, You also see more different types of recipes such as: Brown Rice
Cookbook Stuffed Pasta Recipes Spanish Rice Recipe Baked Pasta Cookbook Homemade
Pasta Recipe Ground Turkey Cookbook Homemade Sausage Cookbook ? DOWNLOAD FREE
eBook (PDF) included FULL of ILLUSTRATIONS for EVERY RECIPES right after conclusion
?I really hope that each book in the series will be always your best friend in your little
kitchen.Let's live happily and cook dinner yourself every day!Enjoy the book,
Larousse Gastronomique is the world's classic culinary reference book, with over 35,000
copies sold in the UK alone. Larousse is known and loved for its authoritative and
comprehensive collection of recipes. Here it is brought up to date for 2009 in an attractive
edition containing over 900 new colour and black and white photographs. All chapters have
been read and edited by field specialists, and 85 biographies of chefs have been added.
Entries have also been regrouped for increased accessibility.Originally created by Prosper
Montagnè and published in 1938, this essential addition to any kitchen has withstood the test
of time and become an invaluable source of information for every enthusiastic cook. Without
the exaggeration and extravagant distractions of many of today's cookery titles, New Larousse
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Gastronomique contains recipes, tips, cooking styles and origins for almost every dish in
history.
Eight hundred recipes from around the world represent the finest in traditional and
contemporary Jewish cookery, featuring dishes from Russia, Syria, India, North and South
America, Africa, the Mediterranean, and Israel
There is nothing more enjoyable or adaptable than soup. It can be prepared hot or cold-eaten
before, after, between, or as a meal-and served with almost anything. The Ultimate Soup
Cookbook is the definitive collection of recipes for soup lovers everywhere. Featuring over 900
recipes that include specially selected soups-ranging from hearty chowders and stews to
creamy vegetarian soups and chilies-plus dozens of recipes for breads, biscuits, rolls, salads,
quesadillas, and more, this cookbook provides just the right soup or stew for any occasion.
Looking to take the chill off a cold winter's night? Try a Cheddar Cheese and Broccoli Soup or
a Beef-Vegetable Soup. For a sweltering summer evening choose from refreshing coolers like
Artichokes and Tomato Soup or Carrot Soup with Dill. For an impressive dinner-party starter
try Asparagus Soup or Shrimp and Fennel Bisque. If time is short, you'll find hundreds of sureto-please 30- minutes-or-less soups such as One-Pot Chili, ready in 20 minutes; Quick
Vegetable-Beef Soup, ready in 30 minutes; and Stir-Fried Pork Soup, which takes just 10
minutes to prepare. The Ultimate Soup Cookbook provides you with simple step-by-stepinstruction for each recipe, plus icons that make it simple to select just the right recipeincluding Easy: 10 minutes to prepare; Quick: Ready to eat in 30 minutes; One-Dish: Contains
protein, vegetables, and good carbohydrates for a complete meal; Healthy: High in nutrients,
low in bad fats and empty carbohydrates; and Slow Cooker: Easy to adapt for slow cookers by
cutting down on liquids. From simple starters to hearty soups that work as filling meals, here
are soup recipes that you're sure to use again and again. They're easy to make, and most can
be prepared with ingredients found in your local supermarket.
Transform your health with simple Paleo and gluten-free recipes utilizing the concentrated
nutrients of bone broth, a buzzword ingredient for healthy food celebrated by Paleo
dieters.Healing Bone Broth Recipes teaches readers how to incorporate bone broth into their
diets with 100 family-friendly and delicious Paleo and gluten-free recipes. With new research
boasting the nutrient-rich properties of bone broth, recipes featuring this base are popping up
in restaurants and grocery stores all over the world-even Panera Bread serves broth bowls
now. In Healing Bone Broth Recipes, readers learn all the delicious and versatile ways to cook
at home with bone broth, whether it's for breakfast, lunch or dinner. Sample recipes include
Sautéed French Green Beans with Toasted Almonds, Savory Oatmeal for Breakfast and Asian
Beef with Sweet Potato "Noodles." Sharon Brown is the founder and owner of Real True
Foods, a company that makes and sells 100% organic, local and free-range bone broths and
soups. She is a certified GAPS Practitioner and also has a restaurant background. She
compiles this expertise into the cookbook in a way that is approachable for readers who may
not know much about bone broth. She even gives away the secret recipe for her bestselling
packaged bone broths, in case readers want to make their own. Whether you've been eating
bone broth your whole life or have never tried it before, the simple recipes in Healing Bone
Broth Recipes are sure to bring everyone together over a delicious, healthy meal.
Features, in seasonal format, the style of cooking that began as tea ceremony accompaniment
and developed into the highest form of Japanese cuisine. This book explains the history and
the components of kaiseki cuisine, the ingredients, preparation methods and the philosophy
behind the dish. It also explains how the cuisine changed over the years. Kaiseki is a feast for
the eyes as well as the palate, and chef Murata's 'Kaiseki' is at once a cookbook and a work of
art. This sumptuously illustrated volume features - in seasonal format - the style of cooking that
began
Wayne Gisslen’s Professional Cooking for Canadian Chefs has helped train hundreds of
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thousands of professional chefs—with clear, in-depth instruction on the critical cooking theories
and techniques successful chefs need to meet the demands of the professional kitchen. Now,
with 1,200 recipes and more information than ever before, this beautifully revised and updated
edition helps culinary students and aspiring chefs gain the tools and confidence they need to
succeed as they build their careers in the field today.
A massive collection of simple one-pot dishes from around the world, written by one of the
world's favorite cookbook authors From slow cooked stews to quick stir-fries to easy skillet
dinners, the one-pot meal is a worldwide staple. Across continents and cultures, everyone
appreciates the simplicity and fuss-free nature of a meal made in one vessel, whether it's a
wok, a pot, or a casserole dish. In One-Pot Wonders, famed cookbook author and food
authority Clifford A. Wright presents the world's favorite one-pot meals. One-Pot Wonders
features 250 recipes from every corner of the globe, each of them as simple as they are
delicious. Offering less fuss, easy clean up, and straightforward cooking techniques, these
recipes not only offer easy dinner solutions but real, homestyle food that represents the real
way that people cook the world over. Plus, each recipe includes Wright's enlightening and
delightful notes on the history and culture related to it. Features 250 recipes that are as greattasting as they are simple to prepare Written by Clifford A. Wright, author of cookbooks such
as Hot and Cheesy, The Best Soups in the World, and Bake Until Bubbly Includes quiches,
casseroles, soups, stews, stir-fries, pies, skillet meals, and more In One-Pot Wonders, Clifford
A. Wright takes you on a tour of global food cultures while showing you exactly how easy it is
to delight your family with delicious, comforting food.
The ultimate gift for the food lover. In the same way that 1,000 Places to See Before You Die
reinvented the travel book, 1,000 Foods to Eat Before You Die is a joyous, informative,
dazzling, mouthwatering life list of the worlds best food. The long-awaited new book in the
phenomenal 1,000 . . . Before You Die series, its the marriage of an irresistible subject with the
perfect writer, Mimi Sheratonaward-winning cookbook author, grande dame of food journalism,
and former restaurant critic for The New York Times. 1,000 Foods fully delivers on the promise
of its title, selecting from the best cuisines around the world (French, Italian, Chinese, of
course, but also Senegalese, Lebanese, Mongolian, Peruvian, and many more)the tastes,
ingredients, dishes, and restaurants that every reader should experience and dream about,
whether its dinner at Chicagos Alinea or the perfect empanada. In more than 1,000 pages and
over 550 full-color photographs, it celebrates haute and snack, comforting and exotic, hyperlocal and the universally enjoyed: a Tuscan plate of Fritto Misto. Saffron Buns for breakfast in
downtown Stockholm. Birds Nest Soup. A frozen Milky Way. Black truffles from Le Prigord.
Mimi Sheraton is highly opinionated, and has a gift for supporting her recommendations with
smart, sensuous descriptionsyou can almost taste what shes tasted. Youll want to eat your
way through the book (after searching first for what you have already tried, and comparing
notes). Then, following the romance, the practical: where to taste the dish or find the
ingredient, and where to go for the best recipes, websites included.
900 Everyday Recipes!!! This book will teach you how to create a variety of healthy, easy-tomake, delicious recipes in the easiest way possible. We don't have to struggle anymore with
the question: "We have no idea what to eat...What do we cook for breakfast or for dinner
tonight?" You will have dozens of mouth-watering delicious recipes, you can make everything,
there's nothing you can't cook. This cookbook is perfect for fans who wants to learn how to
make the best dishes in the world. In this Cookbook You will find recipes in various categories
such as: Beans, Rice and Grains Recipes Breakfast Recipes Salads Recipes Poultry Recipes
Beef Recipes Pork Recipes Fish and Seafood Recipes Vegetable Recipes Vegan Recipes
Side Dishes Recipes Snacks Recipes Dessert Recipes Eggs and Dairy Recipes Soups
Recipes Instant Pot Stews Sandwiches and Wraps Recipes Pizza and Pasta Recipes 3 Week
Meal Plans and Shopping Lists Making great cooking choices has never been easier! Get a
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copy of this 900 Everyday Recipes for the fast and healthy meals!
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on this subject.
With extensive subject and geographical index. 292 photographs and illustrations. Free of
charge in digital PDF format on Google Books.
It is said that in India a festival is celebrated every day of the year. In this gastronomic
celebration of India's festival cuisine, acclaimed chef Vivek Singh brings his unique touch to
traditional festival recipes and gives his insight into the significance of food from a country with
a history of such diverse religions and cultures. Chapters include the most popular festivals
celebrated around the world, such as Holi, Onam and Diwali, covering all religions and
geographical areas within India, with Vivek's very own take on the recipes most associated
with them. As well as these brand new recipes, the history and culture surrounding each
festival will be explored in colourful detail. The accompanying photography will further bring
alive the beauty and vibrancy of these incredible celebrations.
Cook the best, most nutritious food for your family and save time and money with this megadelicious guide to preparing meals you can fix-and-freeze now and enjoy any night of your
crazy-busy week! Unlike the sodium-laced, preservative-filled meals you might find in your
grocer’s freezer aisle, the recipes in this book feature wholesome ingredients full of flavors
that harmoniously come to life the instant you reheat them—so your meals don’t just taste as
good as the day you stored them away, but better! From comforting casserole and lasagna
recipes made new again with fresh veggies and whole grains, to show-stopping breakfast
baked goods and sweet treats, you’ll discover so many “must-make” recipes inside that you
may need to consider a larger freezer!
From the prehistoric era to the present, food culture has helped to define civilizations. This
reference surveys food culture and cooking from antiquity to the modern era, providing
background information along with menus and recipes. Food culture has been central to world
civilizations since prehistory. While early societies were limited in terms of their resources and
cooking technology, methods of food preparation have flourished throughout history, with food
central to social gatherings, celebrations, religious functions, and other aspects of daily life.
This book surveys the history of cooking from the ancient world through the modern era. The
first volume looks at the history of cooking from antiquity through the Early Modern era, while
the second focuses on the modern world. Each volume includes a chronology, historical
introduction, and topical chapters on foodstuffs, food preparation, eating habits, and other
subjects. Sections on particular civilizations follow, with each section offering a historical
overview, recipes, menus, primary source documents, and suggestions for further reading. The
work closes with a selected, general bibliography of resources suitable for student research.
Timelines help users identify key events related to the history of cooking Topical essays cover
important subjects across cultures Sections on particular civilizations, regions, or countries
provide historical coverage of cooking methods and food culture Recipes, sample menus, and
other documents give readers important information about cooking methods and food history
within particular societies Suggestions for further reading direct users to additional sources of
information
You don't have to skip breakfast or buy lunch every day because you didn't have time to make
a meal before work. Alea Milham-founder of the blog Premeditated Leftovers with a combined
following of nearly 210,000-makes breakfast exciting and healthy with homemade meals such
as Fajita Egg Puffs, Garlic and Rosemary Sweet Potato Pancakes, Philly Cheese Steak
Breakfast Casserole and Strawberry Rhubarb Baked Oatmeal. Avoid falling into bought lunch
ruts with recipes like Bourbon Beef and Quinoa Bowl, Chimichurri Steak Salad and Vegetable
Alfredo Calzone. Alea even has recipes to make your own sides and condiments. From
Breakfast Breads and Smoothies to One-Bowl Wonders and Salads on the Go, these prepahead meals will make you look forward to work mornings and lunch breaks. This book will
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include 75 recipes and 75 full-color photographs.
With more than 170 authentic Malaysian recipes, you can now savour some of the best
Southeast Asian delights in your own home. This worthy companion of both novice and
seasoned cooks has an extensive spread of Chinese, Malay and Indian recipes. Learn to whip
up classic favourites from simple fare such as wonton mee, mee rebus and yong tau foo, to
tempting delights like chicken rice, nasi lemak, curry and fried hokkien mee. Complete with
comprehensive notes on cooking techniques and an illustrated glossary, this tantalising
collection will be a delightful companion in your home kitchen. Lee Sook Ching was a home
economics teacher. She received numerous requests from friends and ex-students to compile
her recipes for publication, and Malaysian Home Cooking is the result of her years of
experience as a teacher and home cook. Her recipes for delicious, healthy meals are timeless
and popular across generations. To her, a happy family is one that sits together in the relaxed
atmosphere of a home, enjoying one another’s company over a tasty home-cooked meal,
which can still taste good without excessive use of oil, salt and flavour enhancers
Instant Pot Asian Pressure Cooker Meals shows you how to cook more than 60 Asian dishes
at home using healthy, inexpensive ingredients and your Instant Pot! In this cookbook, AsianAmerican food expert Patricia Tanumihardja shows you how to buy fresh ingredients,
condiments and spices from your local supermarket, farmers market or health food store on a
budget, then how to use them to prepare delicious and flavorful Asian dishes using an Instant
Pot. The author takes you through all the basics—including making rice and soup stocks—then
shows you how to prepare all the popular dishes you love, including: Sweet and Sour Pork
(Chinese) Lemon Teriyaki Chicken (Japanese) Kalbijjim Braised Beef Short Ribs (Korean)
Chicken Adobo (Filipino) Pho Chicken Noodle Soup (Vietnamese) Pad Thai Rice Noodles
(Thai) Red Lentil Dal with Dates and Caramelized Onions (Indian) To round off the menu,
Tanumihardja even presents a handful of popular Asian desserts and snacks. Sticky rice with
mango or Filipino caramel flan? As the author reveals, everything is possible in your Instant
Pot, and this cookbook shows you how to do it!
The Superfood Diet combines weight loss with the expectation of an extended lifespan by
encouraging us all with a wonderfully tempting selection of full-flavour foods. Featuring three
simple diet plans combined with a collection of favourite recipes, which are both reassuringly
low in calories and fat, and healthily high in superfoods and antioxidants. Each dish comes with
easy-to-reference nutritional information. From the author of the acclaimed Indian Superfood
and the creator of the 'World's Healthiest Meal', Gurpareet Bains. With excellent photography
by Lara Holmes.

Compiles evidence that shows the secret to good health lies in compounds called
nutraceuticals and phytochemicals found in foods such as broccoli and red wine, and
includes recipes using these foods
It is said that the soul of the home is the kitchen. And indeed, food is often how our
loved ones express their care and concern for us, by pampering us with sumptuous
homemade meals. In Chinese families, this typically means several side dishes served
with a bowl of rice and a soup. But when we try to replicate these beloved dishes
ourselves, our attempts sometimes fall short. Faced with this situation, Lace Zhang set
out to observe and note down every detail as her grandma and auntie cooked, and then
tested each recipe rigorously to ensure nothing was left out. Three Dishes One Soup is
the result of Lace’s careful recording of her family’s recipes. With detailed
explanations and step-by-step photographs, this book is the perfect guide for anyone
longing for a taste of home and needing that extra bit of help in the kitchen.
A sports nutrition guide and recipe book rolled into one, Food for Fitness dispels
popular myths and gives you the tools you need to reach your maximum performance.
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Food for Fitness is the ultimate resource for anyone who is serious about sport or
fitness.. Now in its fourth edition, this bestselling book has been updated to include the
very latest nutrition research for exercise and performance, and is packed with easy,
delicious and nutritious recipes and snacks and helpful new menu plans. - Find out
what to eat and drink to stay fuelled and hydrated. - Debunk the myths and evaluate the
usefulness of sports supplements. - Learn the best times to eat to prepare for exercise,
and what to eat to maximise recovery after exercising. - Discover specific strategies to
aid fat loss and prioritise muscle gain - Includes tailored menu plans adapted to each
sport – whether it be running, swimming, cycling, triathlon, team or racquet sport - Get
the performance edge and learn how to eat to win during competitions. Along with
trustworthy advice and up to the minute research, clearly explained and tailored to your
needs, Food for Fitness contains an essential recipe section filled with sixty five easy to
follow meal ideas to help you put the advice into practice.
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